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In ‘My Life’, three of Holly Kinsella’s best-selling romantic comedies are brought together in this warm and
witty collection. UPTOWN GIRL Emma Hastings has it all - a successful career as a fashion model, a flat in
Kensington and now she may have even found her leading man, the wealthy and charming Jason Rothschild
who ticks all the right boxes. Her days are filled with photo shoots and shopping trips. Her evenings are
spent at dinners and glamorous launch parties. She is seemingly living the dream. But dreams can so often
turn into nightmares. After a number of chance encounters with the car mechanic William Flynn, Emma
starts to evaluate what it means to truly live and love… TELL HIM ABOUT IT Sara Sharpe works in
London as a publicity assistant for a major UK publisher. As well as being proficient in her professional life
seem to be going well in her personal life too. She has been in a relationship with the successful and
charming Simon Keegan, a financial consultant, for the past six months. When Simon jets off to New York
on business Sara spends the week on a publicity tour with the enigmatic Adam Cooper, a thriller writer and
the ex-husband of Victoria Glass, the celebrity socialite. Being with Adam causes Sara to ask herself certain
questions in regards to both her personal and professional life. How does she feel about Simon? And what
will be her answer to the question he may pop when he gets back to London? And what of Adam? Is he too
good to be true? Sara Sharpe needs to find out about how she feels - and tell him about it. JUST THE WAY
YOU ARE Gemma Miller is a young literary agent. She is happy in her job and is on the cusp of securing
her first book deal. But Gemma wants to come home to more than just the company of a good book. Her
experiences of Speed Dating and Internet Dating leave her even more desperate and lonely. She concludes
that a good man is hard to find and is tempted to go back to her ex, Daniel. Yet, just when she gives up hope,
she encounters the best-selling author Thomas Silver. There's a spark - and genuine chemistry. But not only
does Gemma notice his wedding ring but Thomas declares, just after they kiss, that he is still in love with his
wife. She considers that her past may hold the key to her future - as Gemma decides to meet up with Daniel.
Gemma still has a chance to secure both her first book deal and the heart of the man she loves… Praise for
Holly Kinsella: 'Both readers (and fellow authors) will get something out of this romantic comedy and gentle
expose of the publishing industry.' Stella Russell, author of 'The Foreign Affair'. 'Delve into the world of
publishing with this entertaining romance by Holly Kinsella.' Susan Willis, author of 'The Bake Off'.
‘Kinsella skilfully combines a fascinating account of life in a London publishing house with a sweet and
engaging lovely story. A gem.' Jan Ellis, author of 'An Unexpected Affair' and 'French Kisses'. 'A bitingly
funny, charming tale on the quest for modern love' - Faith Bleasdale 'If you enjoy classic romances then
you’re bound to enjoy this novel. It’s one of those books that you can easily lose yourself in for a few hours
and it’s a really rewarding read.' Leah, Chick Lit News and Reviews. Holly Kinsella (no relation to Sophie)
is a former fashion model and the author of the bestselling romantic comedies ‘Just the Way You Are’, ‘Tell
Him About It’ and ‘Uptown Girl’. She now works in financial PR and lives in West London. Endeavour
Press is the UK's leading independent digital publisher.
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From reader reviews:

Shelly Rodriguez:

This My Life are generally reliable for you who want to be a successful person, why. The reason of this My
Life can be among the great books you must have will be giving you more than just simple studying food but
feed anyone with information that perhaps will shock your prior knowledge. This book is usually handy, you
can bring it everywhere and whenever your conditions in the e-book and printed types. Beside that this My
Life giving you an enormous of experience including rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking
that we all know it useful in your day pastime. So , let's have it appreciate reading.

Phil Garcia:

The particular book My Life has a lot details on it. So when you make sure to read this book you can get a lot
of benefit. The book was written by the very famous author. The writer makes some research ahead of write
this book. This book very easy to read you may get the point easily after reading this article book.

Thomas Rojas:

Do you have something that you prefer such as book? The e-book lovers usually prefer to choose book like
comic, limited story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not seeking My Life that give your
entertainment preference will be satisfied by simply reading this book. Reading routine all over the world
can be said as the opportinity for people to know world a great deal better then how they react to the world. It
can't be stated constantly that reading behavior only for the geeky particular person but for all of you who
wants to be success person. So , for every you who want to start examining as your good habit, you are able
to pick My Life become your own personal starter.

Maxine Whitley:

Reading a reserve make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
from your book. Book is composed or printed or descriptive from each source in which filled update of
news. With this modern era like now, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media
social like newspaper, magazines, science reserve, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic. You can
add your understanding by that book. Are you ready to spend your spare time to open your book? Or just
trying to find the My Life when you needed it?
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